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One of the greatest small cities in the world, Amsterdam is a wonderful 
place to meet.      

The ‘Dam on the River Amstel’ coaxes visitors with an alluring blend of 
grandeur and culture. With world famous museums, historical sights and 

international restaurants, Amsterdam has all the advantages of a big city but its 
quiet and thanks to its canals, very accessible.
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Day 1

o Morning - Arrival and Meeting

After a warm welcome at Amsterdam Schiphol Airport and luxury transfer to the hotel of choice, business meeting 
commences in one of the elegant conference suites concluding with private lunch.

o Afternoon - Rembrandt van Rijn workshop

Often referred to as ‘The Master’, Rembrandt van Rijn is Amsterdam’s most famous painter. This afternoon guests 
have the opportunity to match his revered painting skills. During a 2 hour workshop guests, in pairs, are tasked 
with the challenge of reproducing a designated part of ‘De Nachtwacht’ masterpiece – perhaps the sum of the 
efforts will exceed the original? After all, it holds the passion and dedication of not just one person but a group!

o Evening - Dinner at “The Rembrandthuis”

After an afternoon spent working in the Rembrandt style what better way to spend an evening than in his former 
residence? Home to the painter between 1639 and 1658, the sympathetically restored house is a wonderful setting 
for a luxurious dinner. There’s a surprise in store for guests later – the disclosure of the painting which they created 
that afternoon.
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Day 2

o Morning – Jordaan Quarter & Anne Frank House

Compared to the rest of the city, this 17th century neighbourhood is an oasis of peace with a labyrinth of narrow 
streets and little canals, pleasant courtyards, art studios, old-fashioned ‘brown’ pubs, boutiques and galleries to 
explore. Highlight is a visit to The Anne Frank House, probably Amsterdam’s most famous house and hide out of 
the Frank family during the Second World War.

o Afternoon – Cycle Tour Amsterdam

The healthiest and most Dutch way to explore Amsterdam is by bike. Clues and challenges lead you to the city’s 
hidden secrets and its best known landmarks.

o Evening – Dinner Cruise

All aboard a luxurious glass-domed boat for a gourmet three course dinner and wonderful tour through the 
illuminated canals of the city. Just some of the sights are the Skinny Bridge, Westerkerk, The Mint Tower, 
picturesque 17th century merchant house and countless floodlit vaulted bridges. End with a late night stroll through 
Amsterdam’s streets and perhaps a night cap in a medieval bar?
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Day 3

o Breakfast at leisure and airport departures
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